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Rev. Neurosci. 22, 443–485.
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(2001) addressed the question of whether presynaptic
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kainate receptors on inhibitory nerve terminals could be
Spike, R.C., and Todd, A.J. (1992). J. Comp. Neurol. 323, 359–369.activated with endogenously released glutamate. They
Todd, A.J. (1996). Eur. J. Neurosci. 8, 2492–2498.stimulated the peripheral sensory afferents going into the
Todd, A.J., and Spike, R.C. (1993). Prog. Neurobiol. 41, 609–645.dorsal horn with a conditioning train of low-intensity stimu-
Todd, A.J., and Sullivan, A.C. (1990). J. Comp. Neurol. 296, 496–505.lations and tested its impact on focally evoked IPSC ampli-
tude. The amplitude of the IPSC was depressed follow-
ing the conditioning train, an effect that was prevented
by the GABAB receptor antagonist CPG55845 and a non-
NMDA receptor antagonist, CNQX, consistent with the
model proposed from the in vitro studies. It will be inter- Neural Mechanisms for theesting to find out where these primary afferents, stimu-
lated with low-intensity stimuli, make their synaptic con- Generation of Visual
nections in the spinal cord and whether they are the Complex Cells
immediate source of glutamate that depresses evoked
IPSC amplitude.
Identifying the source of glutamate that initiates kai-
nate receptor-mediated suppression of inhibitory syn- In 1962, Hubel and Wiesel reported what they later
aptic transmission in the dorsal horn is likely to depend described as “the first description of a clear function
heavily on finding the inhibitory neurons involved and for the cerebral cortex, in terms of clear differences
determining how they are morphologically connected to between input and output” (Hubel and Wiesel, 1998).
a source of glutamate. In both lamina I and II of the Martinez and Alonso (2001 [this issue of Neuron]) now
superficial dorsal horn, inhibitory interneurons make up provide evidence for the hierarchical neural circuit that
about 30% of the heterogeneous neuronal populations Hubel and Wiesel proposed to explain the cortical
(Todd and Sullivan, 1990). In this tiny region of the central transformation from simple to complex cells.
nervous system, the inhibitory interneuron subpopula-
tions and the ways in which they interconnect with other
Do our brains work well enough to allow us to figure outneurons are impressively diverse. Of course, inhibitory
how they work? Most neuroscientists would probablyneurons receive primary afferent input and form conven-
agree that they do. Studies of the visual cortex by Davidtional axo-dendritic and axo-somatic connections with
Hubel and Torsten Wiesel have been among the mostinhibitory and excitatory neurons in the superficial dorsal
influential in giving scientists hope that the brain is inhorn. However, many inhibitory neurons also have clus-
fact smart enough to understand itself. A technicallyters of vesicles and synaptic specializations along their
impressive set of experiments described by Martinezdendrites and form dendro-dendritic connections (Spike
and Alonso in this issue of Neuron (2001) bring us closerand Todd, 1992). In addition, they form axo-axonic and
to understanding one of the classic questions raised bydendro-axonic connections with primary afferent nerve
the work of Hubel and Wiesel: how are the visual re-terminals at specialized endings called “glomeruli,”
ceptive fields of complex cells constructed?many of which are likely to be nociceptive (Todd, 1996).
This question arises from Hubel and Wiesel’s discov-It remains to be determined if these varied inhibitory
ery that neurons in the visual cortex respond preferen-synapse types have common mechanisms to control
tially to oriented visual stimuli (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962),release. Clearly, as our understanding of regulation of
rather than to the circular stimuli that are best at activat-inhibition in the superficial dorsal horn improves, so
ing neurons in earlier parts of the visual pathway, includ-will our ability to control nociceptive signaling and the
ing the retina and the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN),associated perceived pain.
which relays the retinal signals to visual cortex. Hubel
and Wiesel envisioned a relatively straightforward sce-Amy B. MacDermott
nario whereby LGN neurons with the appropriate align-Department of Physiology and Cellular Biophysics
Center for Neurobiology and Behavior ment of circular receptive fields might converge onto a
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cortical neuron to endow it with an oriented “simple”
receptive field (Figure). And there is now considerable
evidence that such an arrangement of LGN inputs is
present (Chapman et al., 1991; Reid and Alonso, 1995;
Ferster et al., 1996). (Debate remains, however, about
the extent to which circuits within the cortex might fur-
ther shape the simple cell’s response.)
Along with simple cells, Hubel and Wiesel found com-
plex cells (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962). As implied by their
name, the mechanisms that generate the properties of
complex cells are more difficult to infer. Complex cells,
like simple cells, prefer oriented visual stimuli. But the
most obvious difference is that simple cells are picky
about the position of a visual stimulus within the re-
ceptive field, while complex cells are not. In particular,
simple cells have flanking On and Off regions within
their receptive fields where changes in light intensity
have opposing effects on the cell’s firing rate (Figure).
But complex cells will respond to a properly oriented
edge regardless of its position within the receptive field.
Hubel and Wiesel proposed that complex cells are
Hubel and Wiesel Model for Building Simple Cells and Complexconstructed from simple cells by the convergence of
Cells (after Hubel and Wiesel, 1962)inputs from many simple cells onto the complex cell. In
this circuit, all of the contributing simple cells have simi-
lar orientation preferences but differ in the signs and layer 4 to complex cells in layer 3 would suggest that
positions of their receptive fields (Figure). This gives rise strict independence is implausible, the parallel hypothe-
to the complex cell’s lack of dependence on the position sis has received some strong experimental support. The
of the stimulus while maintaining orientation selectivity. most compelling support comes from experiments by
This hierarchical model for the successive generation Malpeli and collaborators who inactivated X cells while
of simple and then complex cells is supported by the leaving the Y pathway relatively intact (Malpeli, 1983;
observation that simple cells are found in cortical layer Malpeli et al., 1986). They found that simple cells in layer
4, the same layer which receives the strongest input 4 were silenced, but there was little effect on complex
from the LGN. Layer 4 cells, in turn, connect strongly to cells. This result is not expected from a hierarchical
complex cells in cortical layers 2 and 3 (Alonso and model in which complex cells are dependent on simple
Martinez, 1998). cells. Malpeli et al. (1986) concluded that layer 2/3 “inte-
Despite its simplicity, the hierarchical model for the
grates at least two sufficient thalamic inputs” and that
construction of complex cells from simple cells has con-
“several major receptive field properties are indepen-
founded many beginning neuroscience students. They
dently generated.”
can quickly follow the logic behind the construction of
Martinez and Alonso have now revisited the approachsimple cells—everything adds up. The LGN cells that
taken by Malpeli and collaborators, but with some tech-contribute to the simple cell increase or decrease their
nical refinements. The basic result of Martinez andfiring to visual stimuli with the same spatial dependence
Alonso differed from that of Malpeli et al. When Martinezas the simple cell. But complex cell responses are not
and Alonso inactivated X cells, not only were simple cellspredictable from the sum of the responses of simple
strongly affected, but also complex cells. This effect ofcells. When questioned after class, we might avoid the
X cell inactivation implies that there is indeed a hierarchi-true complexity of the problem by telling our students
cal relationship between simple and complex cells, andthat the integration of simple cell inputs by complex
there are not strictly independent pathways for the gen-cells is nonlinear. But in particularly weak moments, we
eration of the two cell types. What are the details of theadmit that we are not really sure how it works. There are
Martinez and Alonso experiment that make these resultsalternative proposals that also have strong experimental
convincing? And what is different about the Malpeli et al.support.
experiments that might be responsible for the differentThe uncertainty comes from the fact that there is an
results?alternative source of nonlinearity. Even at the earliest
The experiments of both Malpeli et al. and Martinezstages of the visual system, in the retina and LGN, there
and Alonso took advantage of the differential spatialare linear and nonlinear retinal cells, which in the LGN
distribution of X and Y cells in the cat’s LGN to preferen-are called X and Y cells, respectively. Furthermore, the
tially inactivate X cells. X cells are found only in the Anonlinear Y cells connect directly to complex cells in
layers of the LGN while most Y cells are found in the Ccortical layer 3. Thus, an alternative to the hierarchical
layers. Thus, local inactivation of A layer neurons canmodel is a parallel scenario, in which linear simple cells
preferentially silence the X pathway. Both groups care-are created in layer 4 from the convergence of X cell
fully aligned the locations of inactivation in the LGNinputs, while nonlinear complex cells are created inde-
with recording sites in the cortex to assure that thependently from the convergence of Y cell inputs to layer
appropriate LGN cells would be affected. But the meth-3 (see for example Stone et al., 1979).
Although the strong connections from simple cells in ods of inactivation were different (see below) and Marti-
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nez and Alonso added an additional twist, recording molecular biology. The experiments of Malpeli et al. and
simultaneously from simple cells in layer 4 and complex of Alonso and Martinez are classic examples of technical
cells in layers 2 and 3. The simultaneous recordings mastery at work. It is now time to endow the technical
allowed a direct comparison of inactivation effects on masters with the magic of wizards.
simple and complex cells under identical conditions of
inactivation. They were also able to measure temporal Edward M. Callaway
correlations between simple and complex cell spikes to The Salk Institute for Biological Studies
demonstrate direct connections between many simple/ Systems Neurobiology Laboratories
complex cell pairs. In every case in which such a connec- 10010 North Torrey Pines Road
tion was present, the selective inactivation of LGN layer La Jolla, California 92037
A entirely eliminated the activity of both the simple and
Selected Readingcomplex cell. Effects on other complex cells were more
variable implying diversity in the relative importance of
Alonso, J.M., and Martinez, L.M. (1998). Nat. Neurosci. 1, 395–403.X and Y pathways to individual complex cells, but there
Chapman, B., Zahs, K.R., and Stryker, M.P. (1991). J. Neurosci. 11,were pronounced effects for the majority of cells.
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There are many possible explanations for why Malpeli
Ferster, D., Chung, S., and Wheat, H. (1996). Nature 380, 249–252.et al. obtained different results, some of which are de-
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Hubel, D.H., and Wiesel, T.N. (1998). Neuron 20, 401–412.sible reason is related to the use of cobalt for inactivation
Malpeli, J.G. (1983). J. Neurophysiol. 49, 595–610.by Malpeli et al. versus GABA by Martinez and Alonso.
Malpeli, J.G., Lee, C., Schwark, H.D., and Weyand, T.G. (1986). J.Malpeli et al. reported that doses of cobalt that are
Neurophysiol. 56, 1062–1073.sufficient to inactivate the LGN cause irreversible dam-
Martinez, L.M., and Alonso, J.M. (2001). Neuron 32, this issue,age after just a few trials, and they were careful to mini-
515–525.mize these effects. But it was not possible to accurately
Reid, R.C., and Alonso, J.M. (1995). Nature 378, 281–284.estimate the extent of damage at the time of the re-
Stone, J., Dreher, B., and Leventhal, A. (1979). Brain Res. 180,cordings. It also appears that the complex cells may
345–394.have been encountered preferentially after successive
Zemelman, B.V., and Miesenbo¨ck, G. (2001). Curr. Opin. Neurobiol.rounds of cobalt injection resulted in irreversible dam-
11, 409–414.
age. With such a pre-existing reduction in LGN layer A
input, recordings from visually responsive complex cells
would be biased toward a subset of complex cells that
receive their strongest input from the C layers. In addi-
tion, further injection of cobalt in layer A could not reduce
complex cell responses if layer A cells were already
killed. But regardless of the precise reason for the differ-
ence, the results of Martinez and Alonso now stand as
the more compelling evidence. With sufficient controls,
the positive result is generally more compelling than the
absence of an effect.
Martinez and Alonso’s experiment is a technical tri-
umph and it is unlikely to be repeated. Perhaps the
difficulty of these experiments is why nearly 20 years
have passed since Malpeli et al. first inactivated the A
layers of the LGN, and 40 years have passed since Hubel
and Wiesel described simple and complex cells. With
this rate of progress, what hope do we have for under-
standing what the rest of the brain is doing within an-
other 40 years? Will experiments get easier and more
productive? Some neuroscientists have lamented the
changing tides of the field. Systems neuroscience
lagged in the 1980s as talent and money moved increas-
ingly toward inquiry at the molecular and cellular levels.
Perhaps, if the climate had been different, the experi-
ments of Martinez and Alonso would have been done
long ago. The tide is now turning back, as researchers
struggle to understand how genetic manipulations give
rise to behavioral changes. The investment in molecular
biology is also providing a new generation of tools for
inquiry of the brain at the systems level and inspiring
the excitement and optimism of future investigators
(Zemelman and Miesenbo¨ck, 2001). But, in the interim, a
generation of visual neuroscientists has quietly chipped
away at the problems, often relying on mastery of diffi-
cult technical challenges rather than the wizardry of
